INTRODUCTION

Case studies of corporate governance often focus on failures—bankruptcies, fraud, terminations, and lawsuits. From these, consultants and researchers offer a post-mortem perspective on how failure could have been avoided if only certain best practices were adhered to. Recommendations are then cobbled together to help other corporations avoid a similar outcome.

Much rarer (and much harder to find in financial press accounts) are clear-cut examples of corporations where a careful selection of governance features played an important role in positioning the company for subsequent financial and operating success. Such stories are not salacious enough to drive media viewership, even though they are instructive to practitioners who aim to improve the performance of their organizations.

VICI Properties—a publicly traded REIT that emerged out of the post-bankruptcy ashes of Caesar’s Entertainment—offers an interesting example in which the eventual controllers of the assets were able to design critical corporate governance features de novo with the purposeful intention of creating a system that would add significant value to their ownership securities. Through this Closer Look, we can learn important lessons about how appropriate governance choices can change the course of a corporation and establish a foundation for long-term success. In particular, we will focus on the role governance can play in creating stakeholder trust in situations in which trust had earlier been broken.

CAESAR’S ENTERTAINMENT OPERATING COMPANY

Caesar’s Entertainment traces its history through two famous properties: Harrah’s Bingo Club of Reno, Nevada (founded in 1937) and Caesar’s Palace, a landmark property on the Las Vegas Strip (opened in 1966). By the early 2000s, both Harrah’s and Caesar’s were substantial publicly traded gaming corporations with properties across the U.S. The two combined in 2005 when Harrah’s acquired Caesar’s for $9.3 billion, later assuming the Caesar’s name in 2010 (see Exhibit 1 for a timeline).

Caesar’s financial troubles began soon after the combination, when private equity firms Apollo Global Management and TPG Capital teamed up to purchase the company in a take-private deal valued at $27.8 billion. While the deal included the assumption of $10.7 billion in existing Harrah’s debt, the private equity firms contributed only $6.1 billion of equity capital, financing the rest with $11 billion of new debt.

The timing of the acquisition was unfortunate. Although the deal was announced in late 2006, it did not close until January 2008 because of lengthy regulatory approval processes in the gaming industry. By the end of the year, financial markets seized up and the economy slid into recession. Vacations to high-profile casino destinations dried up, especially among the very profitable (to casino operators) large-dollar gamblers. Both Las Vegas and Atlantic City entered an extended period of overcapacity, leading to a string of bankruptcies in the industry.

Caesar’s was caught in the downdraft. To stave off Chapter 11, the company’s equity owners engaged in a series of complex internal transactions in an attempt to shield certain assets from creditors and salvage residual value for themselves. The company even reentered the public markets by issuing a sliver of equity ($16 million, or less than 2 percent of equity value) in order to establish a public price as the basis for future debt-for-equity exchanges. The efforts did not work. In 2015, Caesar’s placed its operating subsidiary (Caesar’s Entertainment Operating Company) in bankruptcy. The company’s high leverage and complicated ownership structure made the bankruptcy proceedings messy and contentious.

By 2016, the company’s junior creditors agreed to a restructuring deal, which called for the separation of Caesar’s assets into two separate companies. One retained the Caesar’s name and included the gaming operations (casino ownership and hotel management) of the company. The second—ultimately named VICI Properties—held the physical properties and would operate as a real estate investment trust (REIT).1 Junior creditors received debt and equity securities of both entities.
The return of the gaming operation to the public markets was a straightforward affair. In October 2017, the bankrupt operating subsidiary (Caesar’s Entertainment Operating Company) was merged into the publicly traded parent company (Caesar’s Entertainment Acquisition Company).

The situation for the real estate investment trust was entirely different. VICI owned property leased to a single tenant—Caesar’s—but was otherwise independent of Caesar’s in governance, management and access to capital. VICI was a new gaming REIT in a nascent REIT category without the proven track record necessary to attract widespread investor interest. Most of VICI’s original owners were looking to exit their investment—not provide additional capital. VICI had no natural investor base and no readily available pool of capital to access at a time when it was highly levered, without a board, without a CEO, without a track record, and without a strategy.

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF GOVERNANCE AT VICI PROPERTIES

Board of Directors

The first priority out of bankruptcy, during what was known as the “pre-emergence period” of roughly February 2017 through September 2017, was to transition fiduciary oversight from a committee of creditors to a board of directors, one with different investment horizons and objectives.

While in Chapter 11, the company’s assets were overseen by a committee of creditors under court supervision, consisting of hedge funds that held distressed debt in the company. These investors had purchased first-lien and junior debt obligations at substantial discounts to face value. Their primary objective was the recovery of value. The resolution of bankruptcy meant that their investment horizon was near completion. By contrast, the post-bankruptcy board of directors would be responsible for building long-term equity value.

The reorganization plan called for a seven-member board. To meet New York Stock Exchange listing requirements, a majority of these were required to be independent. Furthermore, directors had to meet suitability standards for the gaming industry. To build credibility with the investment community, the steering committee responsible for selecting board members placed a heavy emphasis on recruiting individuals with hospitality, gaming, and REIT experience. (Following the IPO, in January 2018, an additional board member was brought on with finance and investment experience.) These individuals were tasked with reviewing, challenging, and ultimately approving company strategy. They were also chosen for credibility with the external investment community (see Exhibit 2). The hedge fund representatives who steered the company out of bankruptcy stepped down from their oversight positions prior to the emergence of the REIT in early October 2017.

Over the ensuing four months between emergence and IPO, the VICI board faced the daunting challenge of establishing credibility with equity and credit investment communities at a time when the company was still burdened by the reputational stain of bankruptcy, an overly levered balance sheet, and reliance on only one tenant. The board faced simultaneous challenges of building a management team, settling on a strategy, and developing governance practices that could balance action with risk management. Board chair James Abrahamson recalls the situation:

_We did not have the time or the capacity to develop or execute a risk-free strategy. We needed to quickly establish a strong board culture, sound governance practices and a highly effective board-management relationship that could act decisively and quickly to fix our problems and seize every opportunity we could generate._

Leadership

The board of directors selected Edward Pitoniak as CEO. Pitoniak was first recruited as a director and slated to become chairman. During the board formation process, he stood out for leadership characteristics important for the company’s success and was asked to be CEO. Among his attributes were strategic vision, an ability to communicate, consensus-building, negotiating skills, trustworthiness, and integrity. He was seen as being a straight-shooter and likeable. While Pitoniak had prior real-estate experience in the hospitality industry, he did not have a gaming background.

His first priorities were to develop a strategy and recruit an executive team. At the same time, he had to build credibility with Wall Street and develop an investor base to support the company’s near- and long-term capital requirements.

John Payne, who served as chief executive of Caesar’s Entertainment Operating Company while in bankruptcy, became president of VICI. Samantha Gallagher, with deep experience in real estate and capital markets, was brought in as general counsel. David Kieske, who had a long career at real-estate investment bank Eastdil, became chief financial officer (see Exhibit 3). The senior management team was responsible for strategy development, governance design and implementation, identifying acquisition targets, building and maintaining relations with tenants, capital raising, and financial management.

In time, they were recognized by the investment community for the quality of their leadership. According to a recent sell-side equity research report, “While we really like the assets, it is the
VICI team which we think will make a difference. … We continue to hold VICI’s management team in high regard.”

According to another analyst:

“VICI’s management team is a core group of individuals who are very clear about what they want to do, who act in the interest of shareholders. They have made big decisions with conviction. Other companies can get twisted up in capital allocation decisions. VICI is clear in their thinking. The quality of the assets, the simple straightforward structure, and the economics all work well.”

**Strategy**

VICI was structured as what the real-estate industry calls a triple-net REIT. As lessor, VICI is not responsible for operating the properties it owns. Instead, tenants execute and pay for service operations (hotels and casinos) and also pay applicable real-estate taxes, insurance, and maintenance costs. VICI collects rents. Triple-net lease companies offer safe and consistent cash flow (assuming the tenant pays rent on time) and so are relatively low-risk investments. In order to offer attractive returns, they require new investment and careful structuring and accessing of capital (debt and equity) at a cost that is lower than the income yield of the property being acquired.8

VICI’s strategy was to pursue consolidation of gaming properties under the triple-net lease structure. Most major gaming companies own their underlying real estate. VICI offers these companies an avenue to become asset-light: Sell the property to VICI in a sale-and-lease-back agreement in exchange for a large cash infusion. The gaming company can argue in favor of a higher market multiple because of its asset-light status, while VICI shareholders receive rental income on a pass-through basis that avoids the extra layer of corporate taxation.

VICI’s management team was well-connected and highly seasoned in real-estate transactions. To capitalize on its market opportunity and diversify away from its tenant concentration problems, VICI wanted to grow quickly. Capital markets in U.S. real estate are extremely deep, and VICI sought to capitalize on its position before alternative players (in private equity or other public REITs) followed its strategy.

**Cost of Capital**

Before VICI could grow, Pitoniak and the VICI team had to address and correct VICI’s extraordinarily high debt levels. Pre-emergence, VICI had debt equal to 10.5 times its expected first-year EBITDA. Pitoniak spent much of the pre-emergence period meeting with VICI’s original investors and discussing the need to reduce debt. Many of these investors were willing to accept a debt-for-equity swap that ended up lowering VICI’s debt prior to emergence from 10.5 times to 8.5 times debt-to-EBITDA.

According to Pitoniak:

“This was still too high a level of debt if we had any hope of executing a successful IPO. We needed to further lower our debt-to-EBITDA ratio before our IPO, and the only way to escape the problem of over-leverage was to grow out of it by acquiring more EBITDA and doing so with equity. But who would give us equity, and for what?

Around the same time, Caesar’s approached VICI about purchasing the real estate of Harrah’s Las Vegas for $1.1 billion, with a very short year-end closing period. The opportunity was too attractive to turn down but VICI was not in a capital position to finance the acquisition with debt. Instead, VICI convinced equity holders to agree to provide $1 billion in new equity. Management credibility was critical to convincing equity investors to accept dilution. Management successfully argued that deleveraging would give the company a more viable path to future growth. VICI’s leverage ratio was reduced to 6.8 times EBITDA—a high ratio but suitable enough to allow the company to go public in January 2018.

Pitoniak explains:

“I look back on those weeks in the fall of 2017, and I’m amazed our board was able to perform under the crazy pressure. … As a management team, we were under tremendous time pressure to get the Harrah’s Las Vegas deal documented and funded, but the board also had to learn how to work together and make critically important decisions in a live-fire situation. There are many different ways we could’ve failed out of the gate, but I think the key reason we didn’t is because the board and management team learned to work together and, with our chair Jim Abrahamson’s leadership, learned how to listen to each other. … Any one of us could have argued that the urgency of the situation meant we needed to run roughshod over good governance or risk-management practices, but we were determined to get those things right.

In early January 2018, just weeks before the IPO, board and management team faced another test when competitor MGM Growth Properties (controlled by MGM) made an unsolicited offer to buy VICI. VICI’s board ultimately rejected the bid, determining that VICI’s strategic plan had the potential to deliver superior shareholder value if the company stayed independent. (In 2021, VICI wound up buying MGM Growth Properties for $17.2 billion.)

Over its four-plus year period as a public company, VICI engaged in a series of accretive acquisitions. VICI funded these acquisitions with a higher-than normal portion of common equity than commonly used in deal structures. Over-equitization allowed the company to deleverage as it grew. The quality of the assets it acquired was demonstrated during the COVID-19...
shutdown. In spring and summer 2020, when other commercial real estate firms were forced to offer rent concessions to tenants, VICI collected 100 percent of its rent on time. Its gaming tenants did not want to forfeit their prime locations.

In recognition of the progress VICI made to improve its capital structure, credit rating agencies Standard and Poor’s and Fitch upgraded the company to investment-grade status in April 2022—a notable achievement coming less than five years out of bankruptcy.

**Investor Base**

VICI leadership felt that successful implementation of its strategic plan required an investor base with an ability to understand and see value in gaming real-estate assets. “What we really stressed to the first investors we met with,” says Pitoniak, “is that if they learned about VICI at a faster rate than other fund managers, they had the opportunity to create what we called ‘cognitive arbitrage,’ getting into VICI earlier because they understood the VICI story earlier.”

VICI’s investor development strategy had two key elements: First, targeting those real-estate focused investment managers (often referred to as "dedicated REIT investment managers") who are willing to invest in early-stage opportunities. Second, targeting sell-side analysts who had the strongest followings among the dedicated REIT managers. VICI’s board contributed to the development and execution of this strategy, particularly board member Craig MacNab, who brought to the VICI board decades of experience as an accomplished and widely respected REIT CEO. According to MacNab:

*In VICI’s early years I thought it was critically important that both analysts and investors understood that VICI was a REIT, not a gaming company. To drive that understanding, I felt it was vital that we get as much sell-side analyst coverage as we could from REIT analysts, not gaming analysts.*

Consistent performance built the company’s reputation among the investment community such that it was readily able to raise both debt and equity capital to fund acquisitions. To this end, when the company announced in March 2021 that it reached an agreement to acquire the Venetian Resort from Las Vegas Sands for $4.0 billion, the company’s stock price actually increased on the deal—despite going to market the same day to raise $2 billion in new equity through a forward sales agreement to fund the acquisition.10

Over four-plus years, VICI raised nearly $30 billion in debt and equity capital to fund acquisitions. In the process, the company transitioned its shareholder base from one dominated by distressed-debt hedge fund owners to one of the most-owned REITs by dedicated REIT investors (see Exhibit 4). In the process, VICI has generated total returns (dividends plus capital appreciation) of over 80 percent since IPO, compared with approximately 40 percent for the MSCI REIT Index and 50 percent for the S&P 500.11

**Compensation**

Executive compensation design is a key element of corporate governance. At VICI, there are two notable features of this important choice. The first is that CEO Ed Pitoniak, although receiving higher total compensation than other named executive officers, receives a lower base salary than president and COO John Payne.12 This structure is a legacy of the fact that Payne had a long operating history at Caesar’s where he earned a salary consistent with the gaming sector. One insider explained, “Ed accepted a lower salary than John, and his considered judgement is to keep it at a lower level. … Ed’s ego is such that he can handle this.”

The second notable feature has to do with the multi-year time frames of the incentive compensation programs. The annual cash bonus at VICI is awarded based on two-year (rather than one-year) growth in cash flow per share. This structure was selected to create better alignment between shareholders and the executive officers. Because regulatory approval takes a long time in the gaming industry, a two-year bonus structure means that the executive team does not receive compensation credit for an acquisition until it closes and the positive economics show up in the income statement. Were a one-year plan adopted, executives would receive cash bonuses for closing deals before shareholders saw the benefits of higher cash flows from those deals. The long-term equity incentive program is based on rolling three-year performance cycles, with the key performance metrics being absolute total shareholder return and relative shareholder return versus the MSCI REIT index. New LTIPs are awarded each year.

Multi-year incentive programs require greater patience before the executive receives incentive-award payments, but they are ultimately rewarded well for those efforts if they create value for shareholders. General Counsel Samantha Gallagher explains:

*Our compensation committee, with the guidance of Craig Macnab (as chair), designed an executive compensation program that enables and incentivizes us, as executives, to take a longer-term approach to value creation. We aren’t rewarded for absolute transactional activity or for actions that generate short-term benefit but uncertain long-term consequences. We’re rewarded only for transactions that are accretive on a per share basis and for generating longer-term total return.*

**Governance and Bylaws**

Finally, VICI sought to implement a shareholder-friendly
governance structure. This goal was embraced during the pre-emergence period by the distressed debt investors who recognized that the best way to maximize the return of their investment was to create a governance structure favorable to the public market investors who would ultimately buy VICI. To this end, VICI implemented board features, pay elements, and shareholder rights that are generally well-received by market participants. VICI management also deliberately makes itself available to shareholders to increase transparency and communication with its shareholder base (see Exhibit 5). In recognition of VICI’s efforts, real-estate investment research firm Green Street ranked VICI fourth for governance quality out of a group of almost 100 REITs in the U.S. in 2021.13

Summary
The core real estate assets of VICI were resurrected from the ashes of a messy and contentious bankruptcy. Working from a “blank slate,” the company assembled a high-quality board and leadership team, developed a strategy for long-term growth, and transitioned its shareholder base to a group of investors willing to support that strategy through new equity raises and steady deleveraging as the company grew through a series of acquisitions of premier gaming properties. The result is that less than five years after emerging from Chapter 11, VICI has garnered a market capitalization of $30 billion and enterprise value (debt plus equity) of $45 billion—larger than the enterprise value of the entire Harrah’s operation at the time of its leveraged buyout—while at the same time restructuring its balance sheet from practical insolvency to investment-grade rating. VICI’s track record demonstrates how thoughtful choices around corporate governance and leadership can position a company for future success.

WHY THIS MATTERS
1. The story of VICI Properties started with the separation of real-estate assets out of a disastrously structured private-equity deal and evolved into the creation of a highly successful REIT in the gaming industry. What role did governance choices play in this outcome? Does the ultimate success of VICI demonstrate the contribution that governance choices can make toward financial performance, or is it simply a case of responsible financing decisions?
2. An important step in founding VICI was the selection of a board of directors with deep industry and financial expertise to oversee long-term value creation. How critical is board quality among publicly traded companies in general and REITs in specific? Does the time horizon of the board matter for creating significant equity value?
3. Insiders and outsiders alike credit much of VICI’s success to its management team. At the same time, many governance experts debate the contribution of the CEO and senior executives to long-term performance. How much do these executives matter to corporate success? How important are intangible leadership qualities, such as vision, communication, and consensus-building?
4. A central objective of VICI coming out of bankruptcy was the transition of its investor base away from distressed-debt hedge fund investors to a dedicated group of knowledgeable real estate (REIT) investors. Does the composition of the shareholder base contribute to the performance of the company through a reduction in the cost of capital? Is it true that hedge fund investors are short-term oriented, while dedicated institutional and retail investors care more about the long term? Could VICI have achieved its acquisition track record with an investor base heavily comprised of hedge fund owners?
5. VICI has been recognized by third-party observers for governance quality—in particular board structure and bylaw provisions that are favorable to common shareholders. What role, if any, does governance quality play in the long-term performance of a company? Does it simply make skeptical investors “more comfortable” with the board and management, or does it tangibly contribute to value creation?

1 The decision to separate gaming operations from physical properties had a long gestation period. Pre-bankruptcy, both Harrah’s management and its private equity sponsors recognized that the casino operator traded in the market at a discount to other hotel and hospitality companies, even though Harrah’s owned the hotel properties on its premises. One idea, never executed by the private equity owners, was to separate the physical properties from the casino and hotel operations in order to unlock this value. This idea was ultimately consummated through the bankruptcy process. See William D. Cohan, “A Private Equity Gamble in Vegas Gone Wrong,” Fortune (June 11, 2015).
2 Two incumbent REITs, Gaming and Leisure Properties and MGM Growth Properties (MGP), had been spun out of operating companies (Penn National Gaming and MGM Resorts, respectively) and continued to have interwoven governance, managerial and ownership ties with them.
3 Despite their differences in investment horizons and objectives, creditors recognized that to maximize the short-term value of their investment they would need to establish a board and governance structure that was attractive to long-term equity owners.
4 According to VICI filings: “Gaming authorities have very broad discretion in determining whether an applicant should be deemed suitable. Subject to certain administrative proceeding requirements, the gaming regulators have the authority to deny any application or limit, condition, restrict, revoke or suspend any license, registration, finding of suitability or approval, or fine any person licensed, registered or found suitable or approved, for any cause deemed reasonable by the gaming authorities.” See VICI, Post-Effective Amendment No. 1 to Form
VICI Properties to Expand Board of Directors with Appointment of Diana F. Cantor as Independent Director,” Business Wire (May 7, 2018).

Citigroup, Michael Bilerman, “VICI Properties: Viva Las Vegas; Momentum Continues to Build for VICI,” (June 1, 2022).

This is known as “spread investing,” with “spread” referring to difference between the cost of the capital versus the acquired income yield. If a REIT raises new capital at a blended cost of 6 percent and acquires a property with income yield of 7 percent, it has achieved a positive spread of one percentage point.

Most of the coverage of the incumbent gaming REITs Gaming and Leisure Properties and MGM Growth Properties came from the same gaming-focused equity analysts who covered the parent companies that spun out these REITs.


As another validation of the strategy and corporate governance, VICI Properties was added to the S&P 500 Index in June 2022. According to Bank of America, at 4.4 years following IPO, VICI Properties was the youngest publicly REIT to be added to the S&P 500 Index.

VICI Properties, Form DEF-14A filed March 13, 2022.
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EXHIBIT 1 — SIGNIFICANT MILESTONES IN THE EVOLUTION OF CAESAR’S ENTERTAINMENT AND VICI PROPERTIES

2005: Harrah’s acquires Caesar’s for $9.3 billion.
2006, DEC: Apollo and TPG agree to take Harrah’s private for $27.8 billion.
2008, JAN: Apollo and TPG complete acquisition.
2008, DEC: Junior creditors of Harrah’s exchange debt for longer dated maturities at ~50 cents on the dollar.
2009: Harrah’s initiates first of a string of internal transactions to shield retain value for equity owners.
2010: Harrah’s changes name to Caesar’s Entertainment.
2012: Caesar’s Entertainment Acquisition Corp. returns to public market through initial public offering of less than 2 percent of shares.
2013: Caesar’s explores restructuring deal with junior creditors.
2015: Caesar’s Entertainment places operating subsidiary (Caesar’s Entertainment Operating Company) in bankruptcy.
2016, SEP: Junior creditors agree to restructuring deal. Deal includes separation of operating company and real estate trust with land and building assets. Junior creditors to receive equity and debt in both entities.
2017, FEB-SEP: Governance structure of VICI Properties is established.
2017, OCT: Caesar’s Entertainment Operating Company emerges from bankruptcy through merger with Caesar’s Entertainment Acquisition Company.
2017, NOV: Caesar’s Entertainment completes sale of Harrah’s Las Vegas (land and buildings) to VICI Properties.
2018, JAN: VICI Properties completes initial public offering.
2019, JUN: VICI Properties to buy three gaming properties for $278 million and lease to Century Casinos.
2019, JUN: Eldorado Resorts to buy Caesar’s Entertainment for $17.3 billion. VICI Properties to buy various Harrah’s properties from Eldorado and Caesar’s for $1.8 billion.
2019, OCT: VICI Properties to buy Jack Cleveland Casino and Jack Thistledown Racino from JACK Entertainment for $843 million.
2020, JUN: VICI Properties and Eldorado enter into $400 million mortgage for Caesar’s Forum and agree to sale of 23 acres near Las Vegas strip for approximately $100 million.
2021, MAR: VICI Properties to buy Venetian Resorts from Las Vegas Sands for $2.25 billion.
2021, AUG: VICI Properties to buy MGM Growth Properties for $17.2 billion.
2022, APR: Standard & Poor’s and Fitch Ratings upgrade VICI Properties to investment-grade credit status.
2022, JUN: VICI Properties added to the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index.

Source: Research by the authors.
EXHIBIT 2 — VICI PROPERTIES: CREDITOR COMMITTEE AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS AT IPO

Creditor Committee (Pre-Emergence)

Representatives from:
- Elliott Management
- PIMCO
- JPMorgan Asset Management
- Monarch Alternative Capital

Board of Directors (at IPO)

Edward Pitoniak
- CEO of VICI Properties

James R. Abrahamson, chairman
- CEO experience in hospitality

Eugene I. Davis
- M&A consulting, strategic planning

Eric L. Hausler
- CEO experience in gaming

Elizabeth I. Holland
- Real estate and REIT experience

Craig MacNab
- CEO experience in REIT industry

Michael D. Rumbolz
- CEO experience in gaming

Source: Creditor committee representatives provided by VICI Properties. Board of directors at IPO from VICI Properties, Form S-11A, Filed Jan 22, 2018.
EXHIBIT 3 — PROFILES OF THE SENIOR EXECUTIVE TEAM

EDWARD PITONIAK, Chief Executive Officer

- Initially considered by creditor committee to be board chair, they became so impressed with him that he was asked to be CEO.
- Strong background in hospitality
- Strong organizational and board leadership
- Track record in turning around and generating strong returns for shareholders
- Exceptional leadership skills and developing strong relationships with investors

JOHN PAYNE, President and Chief Operating Officer

- Well-respected and connected people in the gaming industry
- Well-known to VICI tenants
- His relationships have been critical to VICI’s ability to buy assets
- With strong executive leadership, he is the only holdover from Caesar’s to remain with VICI

DAVID KIESKE, Chief Financial Officer

- Solid M&A and IPO experience (former Eastdl investment banker)
- Hospitality and gaming experience
- Deep industry relationships important for sourcing and consummating deals
- Understands adjacencies to gaming

SAMANTHA GALLAGHER, General Counsel

- Former REIT general counsel with solid understanding of industry
- Well-positioned to execute IPO, oversee future growth
- Outstanding strategic advisor to board and CEO
- Regulatory and governance strength

Source: Interviews by the authors.
EXHIBIT 4 — TRANSITION OF VICI INVESTOR BASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foundational Investors</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional/REIT Investors</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: VICI Properties.
EXHIBIT 5 — VICI GOVERNANCE AND BYLAW PROVISIONS

Corporate Governance Practices

- Separate Chair and Chief Executive Officer
- Independent Non-Executive Chair
- Annual Election of All Directors
- Majority Voting for Directors
- Regular Executive Sessions of Independent Directors
- Annual Board, Committee, and Director Self-Evaluations
- System Risk Oversight by Board and Committees
- ESG Oversight by Board and Committees
- Cybersecurity Oversight by Board and Committees
- Strong Investor Outreach Program
- Stockholder Right to Call Special Meeting without Material Restriction
- Opted out of Maryland Unsolicited Takeover Act (MUTA)
- Robust Stock Ownership Requirements for Directors and Officers
- Robust Anti-Hedging, Anti-Short Sale and Anti-Pledging Policies
- Clawback Policy
- Annual “Say-on-Pay” Vote
- “Double Trigger” for Change in Control Severance Payments
- One-Year Minimum Vesting Period on Equity Grants
- No Poison Pill
- No Excise Gross-Up Provisions
- No Repricing of Underwater Options or Share Appreciation Rights
- No Excess Perquisites
- No Supermajority Voting Requirements in Bylaws

Stockholder Outreach and Engagement

Vital to Our Business

Stockholder engagement is essential not only to the achievement of our strategic and business objectives, and how we operate to align with such objectives, but also provides valuable input with respect to our ongoing review of our corporate governance, environmental sustainability, social responsibility, and executive compensation programs and practices.

Open Communication

We regularly communicate with our investors on matters relating to our business, strategy and performance, corporate governance, board composition and structure, executive compensation program and corporate responsibility and sustainability initiatives.

In addition, at the beginning of each year, we reach out to our top stockholders to maintain an open dialogue, provide transparency into our business, strategy and governance practices, determine which issues are important to our stockholders and share our views on those issues, and identify emerging issues that may affect our strategies, governance, compensation practices or operations.

Ongoing Management Messaging

We also communicate with stockholders through a number of routine forums, including quarterly earnings presentations, our Annual Report and Proxy Statement, our quarterly reports and other SEC filings, our Annual Meeting of Stockholders, and a robust calendar of investor meetings, conferences and virtual communications.

Acting on Feedback

We relay stockholder feedback and trends on corporate governance, environmental sustainability, social responsibility, and executive compensation developments to our Board and its committees and respond to such feedback, including by continually seeking to enhance our practices and improve our disclosure.

Source: Research by the authors.